1. (UNDATED) Reports on efforts to assist the Hungarian people came from various parts of Europe today.

2. In Copenhagen, a spokesman for the Danish state radio said that a number of broadcasts to raise money for Hungarian refugees have been scheduled. In connection with these benefit broadcasts, he said, the radio management had decided to cancel a concert broadcast by Hungarian pianist Annie Fischer scheduled for March 14.

3. Mrs. Fischer, wife of the head of the Budapest opera, had been engaged for the broadcast more than a year ago. But Danish newspapers have been criticising her for traveling on a passport issued by the communist Kadar regime. The Danish radio spokesman said that because of this it was feared that demonstrations could be expected if she were to perform.

4. In Yugoslavia, Pierre Bremont, a United Nations official, said that preparations are being made for the migration of ten thousand Hungarian refugees from Yugoslavia and Canada. He said he hoped all would be on the way by next June. The UN official noted that some seventeen thousand Hungarians who escaped following the suppression of the freedom uprising last December are still in Yugoslavia, while another one thousand two hundred fifty have returned to Hungary.

5. The west German railway reported in Frankfurt that it moved free of charge more than twenty thousand tons of relief supplies for Hungary up to the first of January, and that such shipments were continuing into March. The railway said the freight charges it thus contributed to the Hungarian relief effort amounted to more than three hundred thousand dollars. The report said the German federal railway handled more than seven thousand shipments from German welfare organisations and the government.
1. COLOGNE: The West German Catholic news agency KNA reported today that a second carload with 30 tons of briquettes has left Cologne for the stoves of Catholic canteens in Budapest. The agency also reported that confirmation has been received from Budapest of the arrival of a car with 1,700 square meters of window glass sent by the Cologne branch of the Catholic welfare organization Caritas.

2. Meanwhile Caritas headquarters in Bavaria for Hungarian aid in the Bavarian border town of Passau has reported the shipment of the first 500 of 3,000 family food packages to Hungary. These packages are distributed to Hungarian families by the Catholic Action. They contain highly nourishing foods such as meat, sugar, fats, rice, and chocolate totalling 5.3 kilograms per package. West German families are contributing the price of these packages, ten Marks, to Caritas as a family-to-family token of humanitarian aid across the frontiers.

3. KNA also announced today that American NATO troops stationed in the Bavarian city of Regensburg have collected cash and material contributions valued at 5,000 dollars, which were turned over to Caritas for aid to Hungary. The agency added that the United States Army units stationed at Fort Skelly near Regensburg have resolved to send further contributions for Hungarian aid upon their rotation back to America.

4. And in addition to material aid, the Christian Students League in Bielefeld has called upon its members to pray especially for the people of Hungary during the 1957 World Day of Prayer next Sunday.